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Summary
Background: Secondary use of clinical routine data is receiving an increasing amount of attention in biomedicine and healthcare. However, building and analysing integrated clinical routine data repositories are non-trivial, challenging tasks. As in most evolving fields, recognized standards, well-proven methodological frameworks, or accurately described best-practice approaches for the systematic planning of solutions for secondary use of routine medical record data are missing.

Objective: We propose a conceptual best-practice framework and procedure model for the systematic planning of intelligent reuse of integrated clinical routine data (SPIRIT).

Methods: SPIRIT was developed based on a broad literature overview and further refined in two case studies with different kinds of clinical routine data, including process-oriented nursing data from a large hospital group and high-volume multimodal clinical data from a neurologic intensive care unit.

Results: SPIRIT aims at tailoring secondary use solutions to specific needs of single departments without losing sight of the institution as a whole. It provides a general conceptual best-practice framework consisting of three parts: First, a secondary use strategy for the whole organization is determined. Second, comprehensive analyses are conducted from two different viewpoints to define the requirements regarding a clinical routine data reuse solution at the system level from the data perspective (BOTTOM UP) and at the strategic level from the future users perspective (TOP DOWN). An obligatory clinical context analysis (IN BETWEEN) facilitates refinement, combination, and integration of the different requirements. The third part of SPIRIT is dedicated to implementation, which comprises design and realization of clinical data integration and management as well as data analysis solutions.

Conclusions: The SPIRIT framework is intended to be used to systematically plan the intelligent reuse of clinical routine data for multiple purposes, which often was not intended when the primary clinical documentation systems were implemented. SPIRIT helps to overcome this gap. It can be applied in healthcare institutions of any size or specialization and allows a stepwise setup and evolution of holistic clinical routine data reuse solutions.

1. Introduction

We are currently facing an exponential growth of information in the healthcare sector. This will pose a range of challenges in various domains, especially in the health informatics field [1]. On the other hand, this “information explosion” can open up undreamed-of possibilities of secondary use, defined as the (re)use of clinical routine data outside direct care for multiple purposes [2]. Clinical routine data are considered extremely precious [3, 4] and secondary use can be beneficial for almost all stakeholders in the healthcare sector, including policymakers, public health officials, scientists, clinicians, citizens, and industry. But of course, secondary use implicates new challenges and problems [5]. In recent years, therefore, the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) has devoted consistent activity to tackling these reuse problems on an international level [5]. And in the field, a multitude of excellent examples of clinical data warehouses, routine data reuse projects, frame-
work, and initiatives can be found, e.g. [6–17]. Recently, the term big data, which refers to a set of new technologies for managing, processing, and analysing massive and disparate data sets [18], has been receiving increased attention in biomedicine and healthcare [19]. However, clinical routine data are not necessarily “big” in terms of volume but are instead quite challenging in terms of variety. Thus, building and analysing integrated clinical routine data repositories are nontrivial, challenging tasks [20, 21]. There are several reasons for this. First, the clinical context is very complex and clinical processes involve multiple, multidisciplinary, hierarchically organized healthcare professionals from different organizations. Second, most of the clinical tasks are not standardized. A good portion of them is carried out collaboratively and a few decisions can be distributed over various stakeholders. Third, methods of clinical documentation vary depending on the documentation purpose and resulting data are often semi-structured or unstructured. Even if documentation is structured, in many cases, it is not standardized or follows proprietary, institution-specific standards. Fourth, information system architectures are as complex as they are heterogeneous. Usually, they constantly evolve over time. The information systems themselves are of a sociotechnical nature and comprise numerous subsystems with up to hundreds of application systems. Secondary use of clinical data was often not intended when many of these application systems were designed, with the effect that data, once documented and stored in the depths of proprietary database schemes, cannot be retrieved easily. Thus, solutions for reusing clinical routine data are not available out of the box. They must be tailored to the specific context. This might be an explanation for the fact that almost all of the prominent data reuse examples are situated in “lighthouse locations”, large healthcare institutions or organizations having sophisticated IT landscapes and highly specialized IT departments with highly skilled staff. Almost 20 years ago, Leiner and Haux postulated – with good cause – that clinical documentation has to be planned systematically, and that the purpose for the documentation and collection of each data element has to be defined in advance, with a view to the documentation goals [22]. The idea of secondary use somehow contradicts this postulate because the relevance of single routine data elements cannot be known a priori, as many questions do not emerge before a critical mass of data is available and first investigations point in a certain direction. Conceptual frameworks, procedure models, or well-described best-practice approaches for planning, establishing, and effectively analysing such routine data repositories are hard to find. This makes it very difficult to systematically plan solutions for reusing clinical routine data. In contrast, a “data leech” approach – collecting any available data crumb without knowing how the collected data can or should be analysed – is just as disadvantageous.

Clinical documentation systems are purposive. They are designed to support specific information needs of specific users in specific situations and it is obvious that a system designed to support specific decisions is different from a system that should collect relevant data for future use [23]. This situation leads to a gap between a goal-oriented approach and an approach that leaves scope for development and evolution when designing clinical routine data reuse systems.

2. Objective

To overcome this gap between goal-orientation and scope for evolution, we propose a conceptual best-practice framework and procedure model for the systematic planning of intelligent reuse of integrated clinical routine data (SPIRIT). SPIRIT can be applied in healthcare institutions of any size or specialization. It was developed and refined in two case studies with different kinds of clinical routine data, with process-oriented nursing data, and with high-volume multimodal clinical data from a neurologic intensive care unit.

3. Methods

3.1 Literature Overview: Building the Backbone of SPIRIT

We started with a broad literature overview aiming to scan the state of the art in building and analysing integrated data repositories with a special focus on the intended clinical scope of application. This literature overview was not intended to be systematic in terms of reproducibility. In fact, it was intended to identify a possible best-practice framework for enabling secondary use of clinical routine data and to identify possible application areas for clinical routine data reuse. The overview included scientific literature retrieved from PubMed, Ebsco Business Source Premier, Google Scholar and conference proceedings of the last few years (e.g. MedInfo, MIE, AMIA) as well as textbooks on data warehousing and business intelligence.

We started with general search terms such as “secondary use”, “reus*”, “re-us*”, “data warehous*”, “data mart*”, “business intelligence”, “clinical data”, “routine data”, “nurs* data”, etc. The retrieved publications were then classified into three groups: i) “irrelevant, reject”, ii) “partly relevant, analyse abstract only”, or iii) “highly relevant, analyse full text”. The relevant articles and passages from textbooks were scanned for possible areas of application for clinical routine data reuse, which were collected in a list. The entries in this list were then clustered inductively. The resulting compilation of possible reuse goals was used to generate ideas in the following case studies. The relevant articles and text passages were also scanned for additional search terms, which were then used for additional search runs in the defined databases and on the web. References of articles in group iii were further combed through in a snowball search to identify further relevant literature.

Based on the relevant literature that was found, we attempted to distil a first, raw conceptual best-practice framework for the systematic planning of a routine data reuse solution. For this purpose, we first dissected the different developmental phases of a routine data reuse solution: i) project planning and management, ii) systems analysis and assessment, iii) functional
specification and design, iv) hardware and software implementation, v) system initial deployment, vi) project support, vii) close-out, and viii) operation and lifecycle management. We then identified required tasks to be carried out in these different phases and determined the execution planning for these tasks.

This execution plan, the backbone of SPIRIT, was then used as a procedure model in a first case study, in which a reuse solution for routine nursing data in a large Austrian hospital group was planned and implemented. In this case study, in order to improve and refine the raw SPIRIT framework and to elaborate a preferably detailed best-practice procedure model, we also wanted to learn how such planning and implementation could be done in an optimal way.

3.2 Case Study I (Nursing Data): Development of SPIRIT’s Skeletal Structure

The first study was designed as a comprehensive, single case study [24] in the Tyrolean Federal Hospitals (tirol kliniken – formerly TILAK), a large Austrian hospital group. Tirol kliniken comprises the Innsbruck university hospitals plus several district and specialty hospitals with a total capacity of 2,465 beds and 7,102 full-time equivalent (FTE) healthcare professionals and administrative staff members (among them 2,470 FTE registered nurses) who handle approximately 120,000 inpatient and 1,150,000 outpatient stays per year (key figures from 2013).

In 2006, an electronic nursing documentation system (based on the Cerner Millennium® clinical information system) was implemented at the Innsbruck university hospitals. Since its initial implementation, the nursing documentation system has been rolled out in almost all of the group’s hospitals, resulting in a large amount of mostly structured nursing data from the inpatient and outpatient areas now available in electronic form. The nursing management board realized that these data could be a valuable source of information for multiple purposes, including quality management of patient care plus its documentation, and thus wanted to tap the supposed potential within these data.

This afforded an opportunity to apply the raw framework for the development of secondary use solutions in a definite problem domain which could serve as a model-domain for routine clinical data (paradigmatic case selection [24]). The nursing field was indeed very interesting as a problem domain, as nursing data is generated in large volumes during all phases of the patient stay, it is multifaceted and process-based, and it can contain structured, semi-structured, and completely unstructured elements as well as long sections of free text. In addition, there exist a lot of non-uniform or institution-specific documentation and coding standards in the nursing domain.

Besides developing a working and quite useful reuse solution for the nursing management board, our superordinate goal in this case study was to learn from the planning and implementation in order to improve and refine the raw SPIRIT framework. We also wanted to elaborate a preferably detailed best-practice procedure model based on the insights gained in this study. In the following, we give a short overview on the achievements from Case Study I. More details concerning this case study and the resulting nursing intelligence system can be found in [25].

The realized solution included detailed concepts for data extraction and transformation, for data integration and storage, and for data use and analysis. These concepts were implemented based on open source software tools following an iterative development approach. The resulting solution, a nursing intelligence system consisting of a nursing data mart for data integration and a web-based analysis platform, are in routine use at tirol kliniken. Nursing data from all inpatient stays since 11/2009 have been imported on a monthly basis. The nursing data mart, for example, contains more than one-and-a-half million nursing diagnoses and care paths. Over 27 million single data elements from nursing care planning and evaluation are available at the moment. Around 70 adaptable reports were designed to address the defined analysis questions of the tirol kliniken nursing management board. In addition to the reporting functionality, the nursing intelligence system allows more sophisticated analysis techniques, such as online analytical processing (OLAP) and custom queries, to be implemented in order to address individual analysis questions or to extract data subsets for further data mining operations.

Based on the experiences and lessons learned during the iterations of the developmental cycles, the raw SPIRIT framework was further refined. The skeleton of the framework, a detailed procedure model listing all necessary steps and related tasks, was also elaborated during these iterations. In order to avoid overfitting the framework and procedure model to the specific conditions in the case study, each developmental cycle was followed by a phase of generalization. In these phases, all developments underwent a notional re-engineering run in which boundary conditions were altered hypothetically (e.g. differing healthcare institutions, underlying documentation systems, classification systems and terminologies, additional or missing data elements, altered clinical context and processes, data types, differing questions for analyses).

3.3 Case Study II (Multimodal Intensive Care and Neuromonitoring Data): Shaping SPIRIT’s Body

In a second case study, the refined SPIRIT framework was used to develop a comprehensive routine data reuse concept for the Neurological Intensive Care Unit (ICU) at Innsbruck Medical University, Department of Neurology. The ICU has 18 beds, 12 for intensive care (IC) plus 6 for intermediate care (IMC), and treats approximately 800 (500 IC, 300 IMC) patients per year. The average length of stay is 6.7 (IC) and 6.3 (IMC) days, respectively (key figures from 2013). During these stays, an immense mass of multimodal high-resolution patient monitoring data is produced by a multitude of medical devices in addition to the “normal” routine care data (patient characteristics, diagnoses, medication information, nursing care data, treatment data, etc.).

The intention of this second case study was to apply SPIRIT in the field and to critically reflect its applicability in a com-
complete different clinical context. Based on the lessons learned from this second case study, SPIRIT was further refined. As a by-product due to an accurate project controlling within this case study, we were able to determine the effort for the development of such a routine data reuse concept developed with SPIRIT.

The ICU routine data reuse concept comprised a compilation of generic question classes, including the explicit topical questions of the ICU’s medical management board and a 3LGM² model of the ICU sub-information system. 3LGM² stands for three-layer graph-based meta model. It is a useful approach to model comprehensive clinical information systems. The approach distinguishes three different, interconnected layers of information systems: i) the domain layer (“organizational perspective”), which describes the enterprise functions (e.g. clinical tasks) together with relevant information objects; ii) the logical tool layer (“software perspective”), which describes the application components of the information system with data communication (e.g. interfaces, communication links and standards, protocols) and data storage components (e.g. database management systems); and iii) the physical tool layer (“hardware perspective”), which describes the physical data processing components (e.g. medical devices, client PCs, networks, servers) [26, 27].

The ICU routine data reuse concept further comprised a complete list of available data elements plus available metadata (e.g. origin, data type, scale and range, unit), which was linked with the 3LGM² model, a concept for data extraction, transformation and loading (ETL), and a proposal for a multidimensional data model with implementation recommendations. The total personnel expenditure for the elaboration of the concept was 460 person-hours (including project management, organization, and report generation). A pilot data mart with aggregated multimodal ICU data was established to test the feasibility of the approach. Several findings resulting from this pilot data mart could already be published (e.g. [28–32]).

In this second case study, we essentially learned more about the usefulness for further planning phases of the reuse solution of such a detailed model of the investigated potential source information systems. With the 3LGM² model and the linked list of available data elements, we could easily identify whether certain information objects needed to answer particular analysis questions were available in our source systems. We could further determine the optimal place to tap these data elements (e.g. to minimize the number of necessary data interfaces if data elements were stored in multiple locations or in different formats, or if different communication standards were used). Furthermore, we learned about the importance of a strategic alignment of the reuse solution’s goals with the overall business goals of the healthcare (sub-)organization.

Based on all lessons learned during this second case study, the SPIRIT framework was finally refined and consolidated. In the following, we want to present SPIRIT in detail.

4. Results – The SPIRIT Framework

4.1 Overview of SPIRIT

The SPIRIT framework can be used to systematically plan and design solutions for the intelligent reuse of clinical routine data. SPIRIT aims at tailoring such secondary use solutions to specific needs of single departments without losing sight of the whole institution. It provides a conceptual best-practice framework consisting of three main blocks – Vision & Strategy, Analysis & Specification, and Feasibility & Implementation – which are executed sequentially and can be iterated if required during the lifecycle of the secondary use solution. Each of these blocks again contains a procedure model with different modules, which in turn contain sets of required tasks. The execution order of these tasks is not strictly fixed. It may vary as a function of the present clinical context with its special conditions or local requirements. Some tasks should be executed in parallel (see below). Figure 1 gives an overview of the conceptual framework and the different modules of the SPIRIT procedure model. For a more detailed description of the single modules and tasks, see below. Additional details can be found in [33] (available in German).

4.2 Vision & Strategy

The first block to be executed is to define a secondary use strategy comprising vision and goals of the intended routine data reuse on a strategic level. In particular, a holistic perspective of the intended routine data reuse is very important because different stakeholders and future users of a clinical routine data reuse solution may have different requirements and may pursue different individual goals. Often, single departments or their leaders pioneer such developments and other departments later follow their example. Secondary use solutions thus usually evolve successively, making it crucial to align different individual goals strategically with the vision and development plan for the entire healthcare organization already at the beginning of the planning phase.

The customer or purchaser of the solution, together with members of the management board of the healthcare organization, should answer the following principal questions:

- Does a vision for the healthcare organization exist and what is it?
- What are the strategic goals and business objectives for the healthcare organization?
- Which strategy does the management of the healthcare organization pursue?
- What are the main objectives for a reuse of clinical routine data?
- Who and where are the definite and potential users?
- How can the secondary use solution be strategically aligned with the strategic goals and business objectives of the healthcare organization?
- What should be the level of availability of a secondary use solution (e.g. enterprise- or department-wide, only for specific user groups, etc.)?
- How can analytical findings, derived from routine data, support vision, strategy, and goals?
- What are the immediate and long-term objectives of the customer or purchaser?
and known future users of the secondary use solution?

Suitable methods for obtaining the answers to these questions are, for example, expert interviews or focus groups. Additionally, workshops with all relevant stakeholders should be conducted to reach a consensus on these questions. ▶Figure 2 presents typical objectives for routine data reuse. It can be used in such workshops as look-up pattern to facilitate the definition of strategic goals for the reuse solution. It was developed based on the inductive classification of areas of application for clinical routine data reuse that were found in the relevant publications from the literature overview and based on the lessons learned in the two case studies.

This first SPIRIT block is of significant importance for all subsequent activities. The secondary use strategy forms the starting basis for a set of comprehensive analyses to be conducted in the second SPIRIT block. The results of this first block also have implications for both partitions in the third block, for the principal architecture of the clinical data integration and management layer (CDIM), and for the design of the clinical intelligence and data analysis layer (CIDA) of the final solution (e.g. enterprise-wide or local focus only, independent or dependent data mart architecture, real or virtual resulting clinical data warehouse, organization of the analysis platform, supported analysis techniques, authorization concept, rollout plan, etc.).

4.3 Analysis & Specification

The success of any secondary use solution significantly depends on the perceived usefulness of information gained out of it (i.e. “Big Information”) among the users. Consequently, the central block within SPIRIT aims at specifying the analysis questions and requirements of the different stakeholders as well as thoroughly analysing prerequisites and boundary conditions, such as available data sources, concrete data elements, and clinical workflows. For this, in-depth analyses from the future users’ and strategic perspective (TOP DOWN analysis track – A) and from the system and data level (BOTTOM UP analysis track – C) have to be conducted. A mandatory, comprehensive analysis of the clinical context, in which the data is produced and “Big Information” will be used, helps to complement these two contrarian analysis tracks (IN BETWEEN analysis track – B).

All three tracks comprise two phases that should be executed sequentially. The three analysis tracks themselves should be executed concurrently starting with the TOP DOWN track. Insights gained in each track should be reflected in the others. Therefore, it is important that the leaders responsible for the different analysis tracks coordinate their efforts and collaborate closely.
4.3.1 TOP DOWN Analysis Track

The TOP DOWN approach starts with the specification of future users’ concrete objectives. The goal of the first phase is to select candidates for all conceivable kinds of analysis questions that future users want answered by analysing routine data. For this, expert interviews, focus groups, and creativity workshops should again be conducted. In addition, literature reviews can be conducted to collect relevant questions.

In a second generalization phase, the secondary use strategy as defined in the previous SPIRIT block should be used as a starting point. The different concrete analysis questions, as defined by the future users, must be clustered into coherent groups coinciding with the reuse strategy.

This should be done within the project team during a separate workshop and will help to design CDIM and CIDA as flexibly as possible in the third block of SPIRIT.

4.3.2 BOTTOM UP Analysis Track

The BOTTOM UP analysis track starts with a detailed systems analysis in which all of the existing data sources are registered and described systematically. For this, in the relevant clinical sub-information systems, all application systems used to create, record, document, process, or store clinical routine data have to be listed. In order to identify all relevant systems, results from the first phase of the IN BETWEEN analysis track (clinical context analysis, see below) will be helpful.

The resulting list should comprise type, purpose, name, and vendor of the application systems plus a description, as detailed as possible, of all processed and stored data elements or information objects including available metadata (e.g. data type, scale and range, unit, origin, storage type, and location). If needed, the software and hardware components of these application systems should also be listed. Furthermore, the available data communication interfaces of the application systems and communication standards used should be analysed and documented, as this information can be valuable for the design of the data extraction strategy.
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**Figure 2** Possible classification of objectives for clinical routine data reuse (developed during Case Studies I and II, based on results from the literature overview)
In order to receive a better overview of the application systems, of the flow of data elements through these systems, and of their storage locations, a more formal representation of the results of this system analysis may be required. This may be the case, in particular, when dealing with complex information system architectures with large numbers of application systems and data elements or multiple storage locations for certain data elements (e.g. as in Case Study II – multimodal data reuse concept for a neurological intensive care unit). A modelling technique that is suited for this purpose is 3LGM\textsuperscript{2}; the three-layer graph-based meta model [26, 27].

Having such a model is also very helpful in the second phase of the BOTTOM UP approach when the relevant data elements to be integrated in the secondary use solution are selected in preparation for the design of a data extraction strategy in the next SPIRIT block. The collection of analysis questions resulting from the first phase of the TOP DOWN analysis track is needed as a prerequisite for this step. Information on the clinical context (e.g. workflows and clinical processes, involved professional groups, etc.) can also be of value for this phase.

4.3.3 IN BETWEEN Analysis Track

The analysis of the clinical context offers valuable clues to the circumstances in which the clinical routine data is produced. The secondary use strategy, including the answers to the questions from the first block, builds the starting point for the context analysis. First, key facts concerning the healthcare organization (e.g. type and form of organization, sponsorship, overview of key enterprise functions and service offers, central diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, fields of specialization, organizational structure, plan and management, budget, personnel structure, staff appointment schemes, etc.) and key figures (e.g. available beds and level of capacity, number and length of patient stays, outpatient visits, catchment area, treatments, diagnoses and DRGs, orders, etc.) have to be gathered from the institution's controlling department or from annual reports. The results allow an estimation of the amount of available routine data and reuse possibilities.

In a next step, the relevant diagnostic, therapeutic, and supportive processes must be carefully examined. Special attention must be given to the clinical documentation. The following aspects should be analysed:

- Which diagnostic, therapeutic, and supportive processes are executed in the institution?
- How can these processes be characterized?
- Which data are documented in which process steps?
- Who carries out the documentation?
- Where, when, and in which form (e.g. degree of structuring) does the documentation take place?
- Which documentation standards are used?
- Which tools (e.g. documentation systems, electronic forms) are used?
- What is the primary purpose of usage of the documented data?

This should be done through observations during site visits and by interviewing healthcare professionals in the field. Forms, input masks, or documented data can also be analysed. A very practical method which should also be applied is to run through fictitious cases of different test patients and to document these cases using the existing documentation systems. Data generated in this way can then be used to design and to test the data extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) routines. However, this should be done only in addition to the observations and interviews in order to avoid receiving only an idealized picture of the real situation.

In the second phase of the IN BETWEEN track, the results of the TOP DOWN and BOTTOM UP tracks are used to compile all functional and non-functional requirements regarding the intended reuse solution. After finalizing the requirements specification, the next SPIRIT block can start.

4.4 Feasibility & Implementation

As noted above, a clinical routine data reuse solution can never be available out of the box. It has to be tailored to the specific requirements and context as analysed and defined in the previous SPIRIT block. The third SPIRIT block, “Feasibility & Implementation”, is thus dedicated to the design and implementation of the routine data reuse system, which consists of two layers: CDIM (A – clinical data integration and data management) and CIDA (B – clinical intelligence and data analysis). It should be noted that implementation must be understood as the adaptation and assembly of different components to a best-of-breed solution. A large variety of open source and commercial data warehousing and data integration solutions are available on the market. However, these are often not mature enough to be implemented without modification, or they do not meet all defined requirements of the planned reuse solution, so that a complete ready-to-use solution may not be available. It may thus be necessary for single components to be developed anew if no adequate solution for a specific purpose can be found.

4.4.1 Preceding Feasibility Studies

Comprehensive feasibility studies are conducted at the start in order to deliver essential information on framework conditions relevant for the design and the subsequent implementation phases (e.g. estimation of accumulating data volumes, determination of needed resources, acquisition of pending permissions and final clarification of data security and privacy issues, establishment of contacts to all data suppliers, selection of a software development model, setup of programming and testing environments, testing and selecting of hardware and software components, delineation of the data extraction strategy, the ETL routines, a data model, an analysis framework, etc.).

4.4.2 CDIM – Clinical Data Integration and Data Management

To build the fundamental layer of a clinical routine data reuse system, a data extraction
strategy must first be developed. This strategy defines how the raw routine data elements that had been classified as relevant in the BOTTOM UP track in the second block are extracted from the existing source systems. The strategy also has to define rules for conflict cases (e.g. in the case of discrepancies among redundant data elements, such as differing date and time data or conflicting primary diagnoses in different systems). It must define the optimal place to tap the data sources in order to guarantee optimal data quality along with limiting efforts for interface development. The strategy should also define the extraction periodicity and latency.

After defining the extraction strategy, the single ETL routines must be defined and implemented. A further step to be carried out in hand with the design of the data transformation is the definition of a multidimensional data model. It allows the integration of the extracted data to answer all of the analysis questions which were requested from the future users in the TOP DOWN track in the second block. Moreover, the data model must be easily extendable and should allow a flexible integration of new data elements or dimensions. With regard to the holistic perspective of a clinical routine data reuse system, the data model must not be fitted too tightly to the situation in one specific department. It should contain a hard core, a kind of minimal data set, which is valid for other departments as well as in the overall organization.

Then, depending on the development model chosen, one or multiple implementation and testing phases are passed through until a final version of the CDIM layer is available.

### 4.4.3 CIDA – Clinical Intelligence and Data Analysis

The end users’ interaction with the final clinical routine data reuse solution will primarily happen through the components of the CIDA layer. In an optimal case, an end user will experience one comprehensive „Clinical Intelligence System“. The overall user experience of this system will mostly depend on the design, functionality, and perceived usefulness of the single components in the CIDA layer.

The design and implementation of the data analysis layer goes hand in hand with the design of the CDIM layer. The first task in the design phase of this layer is to define the principal architecture of a data analysis framework (e.g. stand-alone application or multilayer architecture with thin or fat client applications, analysis tools, etc.). An access control and authorization concept must be developed. The required analysis techniques (e.g. querying, simple reporting, ad-hoc reporting, OLAP, data mining and machine learning, semantic mining, etc.) and the appropriate tools then have to be selected. In addition, the presentation of analysis results (e.g. charts, tables, dashboards, etc.) should be designed.

The realization of sophisticated data analyses is the primary purpose of any secondary use application. It is therefore crucial to create a powerful data analysis workbench that meets all defined analysis requirements and is able to answer all analysis questions as defined in the previous block. Special attention should also be paid to usability and performance issues of the analysis components, as these have a strong influence on the user experience. Comprehensive tests must be performed during and subsequent to the implementation phases. Finally, in line with the roll-out of the completed system, intensive training sessions with the end-users should be held.

### 4.5 Lifecycle Management

As depicted previously, clinical information systems evolve constantly and change over time. This fact already needs to be taken into account for every clinical routine data reuse system. Therefore, the last block of SPIRIT is dedicated to lifecycle management. In every case of significant change among the clinical information system, the clinical context or requirements concerning analyses, whole SPIRIT blocks, or single modules within these blocks can be iterated to adapt the clinical routine data reuse system to the new situation.

### 5. Discussion

#### 5.1 SPIRIT’s Assets

SPIRIT is a conceptual best-practice framework including a procedure model that facilitates putting into practice the idea of secondary use within the hospital by systematically planning the intelligent reuse of clinical routine data for multiple purposes.

Such comprehensive clinical routine data reuse solutions are usually too complex to be realized in a “big bang” approach. Of course, the SPIRIT framework would be suitable to plan such a “sweeping blow” project, but it seems more feasible to adopt the “divide and conquer” idea, i.e. to start small and to implement special solutions for particular application purposes or locations while keeping the vision of Big Clinical Data in mind. In more specific terms, this means that the small solutions must be designed in a flexible and scalable manner, and that all the single solutions must share a common core data set with shared key indices (e.g. unique patient IDs, case IDs, clinical process IDs, etc.). Such a shared core minimum data set allows diverse data linkage and further data aggregation steps and enables the subsequent creation of a physically or virtually integrated enterprise-wide clinical routine data reuse repository and a comprehensive clinical intelligence system.

SPIRIT allows for such a stepwise line of action and starts with the determination of a secondary use strategy for the whole organization. After defining the reuse goals on a strategic level, two-phase, comprehensive, site- and purpose-directed analyses are conducted from two viewpoints: from a systems level and the perspective of available data (BOTTOM UP) and from a future users’ point of view (TOP DOWN) to precisely define the requirements regarding a clinical routine data reuse solution. The mandatory clinical context analysis (IN BETWEEN) helps to join and refine the requirements resulting from these two polar perspectives. During the following design and implementation phases, an optimal, two-layer, best-of-breed solution that matches the respective application purposes and/or locations can be realized.

As shown in the case studies, SPIRIT is applicable in practice and the solutions for
reusing clinical routine data, as designed following the SPIRIT framework, achieve the primary goal of data reuse. That is the creation of new insights and knowledge from existing data. The nursing intelligence system designed and implemented in Case Study I is in routine use for quality management of the nursing process and nursing documentation at tirol klinikum. The data mart with multimodal ICU data, as designed and piloted in Case Study II, yielded new insights into intensive care [34] and patient safety, which could be documented in several publications.

5.2 Limitations

SPIRIT was developed as a best-practice approach based on a non-systematic literature overview. It was refined according to lessons learned in two separate case studies in completely different clinical settings. On the one hand, this fact can be seen as a clear strength, as the selection of two paradigmatic cases (“having strategic importance in relation to the general problem”) with a maximum of variability [24] ensures SPIRIT’s practical applicability and limits the risk of an overfitting to certain boundary conditions in a single case study. On the other hand, no formal evaluation or validation of SPIRIT was performed. Therefore, evidence for the framework’s universal validity is still not guaranteed. However, in addition to a well-considered selection of the cases, the methodical design of the two case studies aimed at yielding a largely open and generally applicable best-practice framework and procedure model.

The SPIRIT framework was developed in a hospital setting, the intended primary usage site. SPIRIT is also applicable in other healthcare settings (e.g. outpatient care, long-term care facilities, etc.) but this may require adoptions of parts of the framework to the specific setting. Especially for the design of trans-institutional and integrated, multicentre-fed routine data reuse solutions, additional considerations and tasks may be required (e.g. creation and administration of master patient indices [35], definition of interfaces and terminology servers for appropriate mappings, realization of semantic interoperability [36], etc.). Moreover, we may expect that data volumes will continue to grow exponentially and that, in the future, the approach of aggregating clinical routine data in centralized data warehouses will be discouraged in favour of distributing the computation. Warehouses may become virtual and be distributed over different storage locations. Secondary use strategies will have to take this into account.

The description of the single tasks within the SPIRIT procedure model is rather general. An appropriate methodology for the individual modules must be elaborated for the particular cases. SPIRIT is also independent of details with regard to design and implementation, as these depend on the individual cases. Last but not least, specifications concerning project management and controlling are also not further specified. A variety of literature is available for this purpose, e.g. [37–39].

5.3 SPIRIT in Relation to Other Approaches

As depicted above, the principal purpose of any clinical routine data reuse solution should be the generation of new knowledge from existing clinical routine data. A large variety of publications reporting successful discoveries of new knowledge can be found [40] and there continued hype and expectations exist regarding secondary use and big data in healthcare [41]. This implies that a large amount of clinical routine data resources exists and is being used for diverse purposes. For the technical issues, different solutions are available and questions on aspects of how to store and process such large amounts of data can be answered [42]. Complete architectures for sophisticated analytical platforms are also described, e.g. [43, 44].

However, it is very interesting that, on the other hand, answers to questions of how to plan and establish such resources in a systematic way are difficult to find. This is nothing new. Already ten years ago, Sen and Sinha stated that data warehousing methodologies were rapidly evolving, but that the field of data warehousing in general was not very mature [45]. They compared 15 data warehousing methodologies and concluded that no method had by then achieved the status of a recognized standard. Methodologies and procedure models that were developed or promoted by hardware manufacturers focused on technological aspects, whereas software vendors fostered software-driven approaches. Samaha and Croll came to a similar conclusion for the health informatics domain as they experimented with these methodologies to test if they were suitable for establishing clinical data warehouses [46]. They underlined the importance of analysing the business context and the underlying clinical processes, which was missing in some methodologies. In SPIRIT, the context analysis is a central task. An explicit lifecycle management is also included in the SPIRIT approach. This was missing in the majority of the other investigated approaches as stated in [46]. In an evaluation of different data warehousing tools, Do et al. criticized insufficient or missing metadata management possibilities [47]. Especially in the constantly evolving clinical domain, with changing knowledge, procedures, information systems, and data, an appropriate metadata management capable of dealing with a variety of so-called slowly changing dimensions [48] is of high importance. The BOTTOM UP analysis in the second SPIRIT block determines all relevant meta-information on the available data objects and lays the foundations for the design of an appropriate metadata management to be implemented in the CDIM layer.

For the data analyses, a plethora of methods and tools are also available. The KDD process (knowledge discovery in databases) as proposed by Fayyad et. al. in 1996 [49], for example, can be seen as ancestor of all systematic approaches aiming at the targeted generation of new knowledge from existing data. KDD is commonly used and requires five steps: i) data selection, ii) pre-processing, iii) transformation, iv) data mining, and v) interpretation/evaluation to be performed for each analysis. OLAP (online analytical processing), as proposed in 1993 by Codd [50], is another widely used approach for the analysis of large databases. OLAP tools support interactive data analysis operations such as data breakdowns and summaries along defined dimensions. SPIRIT does not dictate the
use of specific analysis approaches or methods. It aims at establishing a powerful data intelligence and analysis workbench which is exactly tailored to the needs of the users but can be extended or adapted to changing requirements (CIDA layer).

5.4 Open Questions and Outlook

Neither legal and regulatory aspects nor data privacy and security matters are addressed in the SPIRIT framework. Such questions must be resolved based on the local circumstances and in compliance with the applicable law. The different analysis tracks require much time and resources. The cost-benefit ratio of the SPIRIT approach has not yet been evaluated and it is not clear whether a systematic planning of routine data reuse, as proposed, brings measurable benefits or better results than a non-systematic approach, which simply accumulates and uses the available data.

Proof of the framework’s feasibility for the creation of trans-institutional and multicentric routine data repositories also remains open. At the moment, SPIRIT is used to develop a concept for a long-term (>20 years), multicentric, multimodal clinical and routine data registry platform for the prospective evaluation of the radiotherapeutic dose distribution as the cause for induction of secondary malignoma [51]. In our group, SPIRIT will also be used to expand the nursing routine data reuse solution developed in Case Study I to test the feasibility of transforming routine nursing data into a nursing minimum data set [52] and to establish a patient safety intelligence system.

6. Conclusion

The SPIRIT framework can be used to systematically plan the intelligent reuse of clinical routine data for multiple purposes. It helps to establish a strategic data reuse management plan which can be embedded into a strategic information management plan of the whole organization. Based on this strategic alignment, SPIRIT allows a stepwise setup and evolution of holistic clinical routine data reuse solutions.
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